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Ancient dreams and antique corruptions have been haunting a couple of
L.A. galleries. The paintings of JP Munro at International Art Objects and
Gustave Moreau at the Hammer Museum possess a mischievous magic,
creating scenes that look as if they're from a lost Hollywood masterpiece,
set in epic ruins, undulating sexual power, layered with so much symbolic
representation and forgotten metaphorical accoutrement, encrusted in
jewels only known to be worn by Eastern emperors in the dreams of
Western painters.
Munro's grand paintings of arcane rituals and naked choreography look
like vivid landscapes from another age. He draws not only from art history
but also from grand historical subjects, as a handful of the paintings are
named after a famous battle between Alexander the Great and Darius III of
Persia at Issus (though the paintings themselves do not exactly illustrate
this).

In Dionysus in India (2012), Munro luridly coalesces Eastern and Western
mythologies. Bronzed muscular nudes herald the coming of a haloed
Dionysus riding a Bengal tiger past blue-skinned Krishnas and Vishnus. A
crouched lion appears to be gnawing on a fleshy, human leg. Carved into
the mountain are elephants flanking an altar of a winged idol above
flowered knolls. These are merely small scenes embedded into a single
painting that is Byzantine in its detail.
While the exhibit also includes plein air landscapes from around L.A. and a
meta-painting depicting a scene of Munro's studio and other paintings in
the show, these only serve, in their tameness, to underline the intense,
compelling perversity of Munro's lapis and ochre phantasmagorias.
Munro's work is a nod to Renaissance and post-Renaissance history
painters from Raphael to Géricault, yet his work shows that he's been
informed by images unknown to them. Munro draws heavily from heavymetal record art and the covers of some of the more sultry sword-andsorcery pulp novels. The zenith of a stoned high schooler's doodle, Munro's
stiff, muscular bodies and imaginary amalgam of ancient civilizations place
his paintings closer to a fictional mythology, like Conan the Barbarian's
Hyborean Age, than to any particularly real historical moment.
His scenes are downright decadent, a word that derives literally from
decay, a decline but that also came to mean luxurious self-indulgence and
moral lassitude, mostly at the hands of a gang of French poets and writers
at the end of the 19th century. One writer of the period, Joris-Karl
Huysmans, in his 1884 novel Against Nature, lavishly praises through the
eyes of his most lavishly dissolute character, des Esseintes, one painter in
particular: Gustave Moreau. Des Esseintes buys a couple of Moreaus to
admire in his sensual retreat, one of which happens to be owned by the
Hammer Museum here in Los Angeles, which, with the Musée Gusave
Moreau in Paris, has organized an exhibition on the painter with the
painting Salome Dancing Before Herod (1874-76) at its center.
A few years back, the Getty did a survey of Moreau's older contemporary
Jean-Léon Gérôme, who often used history (or some vague ethnographic
version of history) as his subject. For all his virtuosic, technical devotion to
naturalism, Gérôme's paintings come off as grandiose cinedramas, brightly
lit and vaguely distasteful in their near kitschy commercial slickness.
Moreau is subversively occult in comparison. His masterpiece at the center
of the Hammer's exhibition is every Eastern fantasy collapsed into a single

